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INTRODUCTION

This is a resource of knowledge and ideas 
from marketers around Australia and the 
world for both producers and presenters who 
are looking to attract audiences to drama or 
theatre.

CircuitWest’s research in 2019 showed that less 
than half of the people in regional Western 
Australia who showed that they are interested in 
seeing theatre actually bought a ticket. So how do 
we get these people, who say they are interested 
but don’t buy tickets.

The first thing to remember is this; know your target market and be true to them. A regional 
venue once set this target: getting many of the middle aged men in the region away from 
the TV screens watching AFL and in front of the stage watching theatre. At the end of the 23 
round AFL season, some excellent programming and amazing marketing (including preshow 
BBQ’s!) the venue had attracted one new AFL customer to one show. This remains the most 
expensive customer acquisition in their history. Maybe one day you will programme that show 
that drags the AFL watchers from their TVs. But in the meantime, theatre marketers need to 
be realistic and target those who the work might honestly appeal to. Put effort where it will 
deliver the best return for both the venue and the audience.

There are no facts in the theatre marketing ideas shared here; but there is a lot of knowledge, 
training, street smarts and a plenty of experience. Trial and error and the school of hard knocks 
have informed much of what you will read.

I regard the theatre as the greatest of all art 
forms, the most immediate way in which a 
human being can share with another the sense 
of what it is to be a human being.

- Oscar Wilde
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There were four lasting lessons across marketing worth keeping in mind:

Loyal theatre people are special! Segment them, remember them, target them and 
nurture them. They want to be known as theatre people and have access to special 
theatre stuff…Think reviews or exclusive information from the playwright, meet the 
cast gatherings or other dorky theatre stuff that others might have little interest in. 
The first chapter will be about these people. We have said ‘loyal’ as a term of affection 
about an audience, many of whom can’t describe an offside rule in soccer, but most 
can end the sentence…”Romeo, Romeo…”.

Start with really knowing the work beyond the name and the plot. Why did the 
writer(s) create the show? What were they trying to communicate (and to whom)? 
What did they plan to have on audiences? Really get to know what you are marketing.  
Ask yourself these initial questions like: Where did the work start? What is it for?  
Who is it for? Why is it there and how will it reach people? If you have an answer for at 
least some of these, you’re on the right path. 

Theatre marketers are amongst the most time poor. They can achieve the best 
results with every possible tool a producer can give them including video, images, bios, 
social media posts, and anything else. Remember that WA’s two biggest marketing 
channels for theatre are email and Facebook, so what is in the marketing kit for these 
two channels? For regional venues, they may need to post on social media 10 times to 
get traction. Is there enough material in the kit to allow the marketer to surround their 
audience with great engaging marketing? 

New audiences are hard to attract. Marketing material aimed at loyal theatre 
audiences might not be a successful bringing in new audiences. Well known theatre 
companies working with notable actors and directors that fill major city venues 
with the theatre faithful will have to consider if the same marketing will work for 
new segments or regional tours. It might mean considering alternative or additional 
messaging and channels. Virgin markets need extra consideration on how you can 
reach them and what might convince them to come for the first time. 

CircuitWest tapped in thinking for theatre marketing resources from internationally available 
resources with the direct help from some of WA’s great theatre marketers. Thanks very much 
to Thom Smyth, Cecile Lucas, Jo Semmens, Ali Pinder, Mira Radmilovich, Aimee Hughes, Brad 
Holder and Stephanie Kreutzer and the support from Performing Lines, Performing Lines WA, 
Yirra Yaakin, Bunbury Recreation and Entertainment Centre, Mandurah Performing Arts Centre, 
Matt Dann Theatre, Arts Margaret River and Barking Gecko Theatre. There are also more than 25 
great ideas from marketers globally shared on websites that have worked for filling theatres.  
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THEATRE 
LOYALS

There is nothing more valuable than a loyal theatre customer. This section deals with the ideas 
and tactics worth considering to ensure you retain your ‘loyals ’and get them to engage as much 
as possible.

Segment and target

Identify theatre ticket buyers from your 
database as a single group so you can 
communicate directly with them. You can 
send an email to thousands, but a personal 
letter to people from the segment who 
regularly attend theatre can have 20 times 
the impact (according to much research).  

Messaging and artwork 

This audience wants to engage companies. 
Obtain the high level reviews, messages 
from playwrights, bios on actors, quotes from 
scripts, video of the director explaining what 
is unique about the show, long excerpts. You 
cannot be too ‘art for art’s sake’, share with 
them the great brilliance of the work.

Get closer than ever 
to your customers. 
So close that you tell 
them what they need 
well before they 
realize it themselves.

- Steve Jobs
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Personalise names 

If you are emailing your loyal audiences, 
research shows audiences respond better 
when their personal name is in the marketing. 
Start an email like this:

“Dear Ryan – I wanted to tell you about a new 
show…”

Personalise experiences 

A big factor in purchasing is when you 
acknowledge a customer’s previous 
preferences. Where possible, target previous 
purchases so they know you know them:

“Dear Sarah, if you liked the 2017 season of 
Lost you must see this year’s Angst.”

Engage

If you have a Facebook savvy theatre audience, create a group about the work or one for theatre 
people. Invite loyals to it and encourage questions and comments. Ask the producer to get 
involved as well and post material you haven’t used in your marketing. Engage people in what 
they like and make the experience more engaging than 90 minutes in a theatre.

Loyal theatre customers often want more to buy into the work. Look for video or written 
information from people on the inner circle like the writer or creative director to share with your 
loyal audience. Make them feel part of a theatre ‘clique’. Have you created an exclusive group? 
Do they feel special? Are they part of something? Can they express their interest in theatre with 
other people like themselves?  

“Dear John, if you liked the 2017 season of Lost you must see this year’s Angst. But don’t listen  
to me, here’s a podcast of the writer explained how he came to write the work.”

Listen

Ask about the experience. Dedicated 
audiences sometimes wish to review their 
experiences. Send surveys after the show and 
ask them to share their views on the quality of 
the work. Make them feel part of the theatre.

Create exclusivity 

Consider a pre-show director/writer meet and 
greet or post show cast discussions for your 
theatre loyals.
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Recruit ambassadors 

Word of the mouth is the most compelling 
marketing in the world. Build a strong, 
loyal base and enable them to recruit new 
audiences for you. Look to those who always 
buy two tickets and offer them a third ticket 
free to get new people in for the first time.  

Social media strategy

Keep it social. If every post is about booking 
the show, people will quickly bore at 
repetitiveness. Depending on the volume of 
social media material you have, aim for 4:1 
ratio of social posts over sell posts.  
This means sharing bios, images, important 
facts, script quotes, reviews. 

‘Build it and they will come’ only works in the 
movies. Social media is a ‘build it, nurture it, 
engage them and they may come and stay.’

- Seth Godin
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NEW AUDIENCES
IDEA GENERATOR

This tactic table is an idea generator that provides 4 tried tactics worth considering that have 
helped other theatre marketers. These are about seeking the low hanging fruit or the most 
predisposed non-audiences and trying something new.

A U D I E N C E ACTION DESCRIPTION

Ambassador 
existing theatre 
customers

Empower Empower word of mouth promotion - incentivise  
theatre loyals to convert others.  

Predisposed 
fans of other types 
of theatre especially 
amateur, rep clubs

Convert
Connect parts of the theatre family – convert 
amateur fans to professional with industry 
rates, backstage tours, acting tips from the 
pros.

Bargain hunters 
those who like 
special deals to try 
new things

Incentivise
If you have a large number of empty seats 
strategically at bargain hunter services like 
Groupon (be wary of damaging relationships 
with full paying customers).

Lapsed 
customers
Those who no 
longer come

Rekindle What can you do for former customers – spend 
an hour on the phone and find out.
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AMBASSADORS  

There is no better salesperson than someone who comes to your theatre and likes the show. 
How are you incentivising this process? The best tactic seems to be to look to all the people 
who come regularly and share with them your wish to grow theatre lovers, consider providing 
complimentary tickets for new people so they can recruit for you if they want to. It could be a 1 
on 1 invitation from you:

“Dear Fred – we love having you in our theatre family. Now we are ready to grow the family, are 
you interested in helping us.”

You don’t say ‘I have this great product, who can I push it on?’ You say: ‘which 
group of people is open to being connected? Open to being led, or open to 
being worked with to create art?’ Those people will be my costumers. I pick you. 

– Seth Godin

PREDISPOSED
Fans of other types of theatre (especially amateur). The lowest hanging fruit is always the people 
who are predisposed to a genre. Look at the relationship with the local groups and ensure they 
get a special offer or training from the pros. Work to help them be part of a theatre community. 
 

BARGAIN HUNTERS
If you plan to ‘paper’ a show, try going after bargain hunters on the last minute and coupon 
sites. Be careful with this as last minute discounts could be seen as negative by your regulars. 
Be strategic and limit what you offer, but don’t risk missing brand new customers who identify 
new experiences through ‘last minute’ offers. Broadway theatres in New York have been offering 
‘student rush’ tickets on the day of a performance at very low rates. The audience for these 
tickets is much more than just students. This is never offered for sell out shows, just those that 
need where you seek new audiences.

LAPSED LOVERS
Have you ever wondered what happened to all of those people who used to come? Have you tried 
to find out? Call 3 customers a day for 2 weeks and find out why they’re staying away. Some will 
have moved; others will be no longer with us. But often, reasons people disconnect are simple: 
they don’t get your emails because they changed jobs; maybe they had one bad experience where 
a show had unannounced swearing; or maybe they were just there that day the heating stopped 
working. It’s said that it’s 20 times more expensive to get a new customer than to keep an existing 
one. Are you letting existing customers go too easily? “Give us another go” complimentary ticket 
promotions at shows that aren’t going to fill is a great way of bringing lapsed customers back. 
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NEW AUDIENCES
MARKETING KITS

Not surprisingly, the major channels for many presenters in Western Australia are email and 
Facebook. Those creating marketing kits need to consider if they are providing marketing 
materials that engage audiences in these channels.

A FEWS TIPS

• Social media is a significant channel, but it takes many posts to get a ticket sale. What does 
the kit have for social media engagement? Keep in mind the research shows that 44 percent 
of 30 to 60-second videos on Facebook were viewed to completion, whilst engagement 
dropped dramatically for longer.

• Email is another significant channel. Is there a better way that will engage new audiences in 
how great the work is?

• Does the kit say who this work is most likely to appeal to?

• Poster runs are still a huge channel. Is the poster artwork strong enough to make someone 
who has never heard of the theatre company, the director or the name of the work to look 
up from their chair in a cafe and find out more about the work?

Marketers need to take 10 minutes to 
consider all aspects of the marketing 
kit, familiarise themselves with all the 
elements they have been sent and 
consider a chat with the producer or 
other venue marketers touring the 
work.

The big considerations going forward 
will be to consider Instagram and 
TikTok and what marketing material 
is being provided to ensure there is 
engagement with audiences that will 
never read a brochure or poster or 
see an ad in the newspaper. 
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We advise presenters to have a good look through the marketing kit at each 
element that we have created to see what will work for their audiences.

Identify different target markets and deliver marketing that is targeted to 
each. Don’t go for one marketing concept to fit all audiences. Look for specific 
connections; where possible Performing Lines supply multiple marketing 
angles.

Choosing the right image for poster artwork and promotion: Performing Lines 
choose images which covey the feeling of the show or capture what the 
audience will experience.

Ensure there is a plain English description of the work that says in simple terms 
what audiences will experience. This is especially needed for new audiences.

Performing Lines - Marketing Manager, Thom Smyth
Performing Lines WA - Marketing & Project Coordinator, Cecile Lucas
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NEW AUDIENCES
CASE STUDIES

These some examples of how performing arts marketing managers met challenges for reaching 
completely new audiences:

Changing Where You Look For people 

One major audience for Ice Land the Hip 
h’Opera was males under 30, an audience we 
rarely saw at Yirra Yaakin work. This meant the 
channels we used had to change. The work has 
a strong Hip Hop theme and we needed to look 
at the places that young men engaged hip hop, 
and this meant Spotify, doing podcasts with 
artists, and creating a digital campaign that cut 
through space used by younger males. 50% 
of the audience had not been to a Yirra Yaakin 
show before but we needed to look at all new 
channels and not rely on the things we had 
done before

Yirra Yaakin – 
Marketing Manager, Mira Radmilovich

Building Trust  

For some new families, you need to do more than market the show. You need to show the 
venue is friendly, as is rest of the audience for their children. Barking Gecko created a video 
for new audiences for Ghost In My Suitcase to show the whole experience of coming to the 
theatre presented by kids in the venue. This was marketing the space as kid friendly.

Barking Gecko Theatre Company - 
Marketing & Communications Manager, Aimee Hughes
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Don’t expect your old channels to work for new audiences. 

Fully Sikh took Barking Gecko and Black 
Swan State Theatre Company in a whole 
new direction for age and culture. The 
show is a very rich celebration of family 
and Sikh culture.

We brought in specialist consultant 
advice with some specific understanding 
of the culture we wanted to engage. 
The artists were heavily engaged in 
helping our cultural understanding and 
reaching out to their community. We 
had moved forward from marketing we 
had always done and listened to the 
needs of the community we wanted to 
engage. This meant looking to culturally 

specific channels that worked, finding 
ambassadors from the community, 
adding social media channel WhatsApp, 
engaging with the community directly in 
their cultural environment and comfort 
zones and even changing from online to 
face-to-face ticket sales to meet their 
buying needs. 

Taking the time to hear and connect 
with the community meant 30% of our 
audiences who came to this work had 
never come before. 

Barking Gecko Theatre Company 
- Marketing & Communications 
Manager, Aimee Hughes
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We found that our customers were seeing theatre marketing alongside many other 
genres. This often led them to make ‘safe’ choices often choosing tribute shows of 
artists they knew over all else. We decided to extract theatre from other events on 
the programme. We made more of a focus on the benefits of each theatre work, 
created a program for the theatre season and invited many people who may have 
never seen theatre before. Whilst this approach is still a work in progress, MANPAC 
is succeeding with this targeted way forward based around what our audience will 
get out of attending. As we provide bigger engagement on each work, this is bringing  
new people into the theatre

Mandurah Performing Arts Centre - Marketing Manager, Ali Pinder
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NEW AUDIENCES
DIRECT EMAIL

Email is in the top 2 marketing channels no matter where you look. Research in 11 of 12 WA 
regional towns said emails were essential to those who booked performing arts events. 

When taking advantage of the power of email, remember this lesson: The subject line is what 
persuades people to open emails. Use it to give targets a reason to open your email because 
there is something in this email for them. This begs the question: should you use the name of 
a play as your subject line? If your email database has never heard of the show, then maybe try 
something else. There is often low open rates for ‘general’ subject lines like ‘what’s on.’ 

The subject line should provide a reason to read on. Will the audience laugh, cry, think differently 
about the world, be angered, disappointed? Will their kids learn new things about the world that 
will help them be better people? If they are going to be horrified by the human race, that is a 
very good reason to attend (ask George Orwell.)

Tell the truth, but make the 
truth fascinating. You know 
you can’t bore people into 
buying your product (show), 
you can only interest them 
into buying it.

- David Ogilvy
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We find that email is a really important channel for us, but we have to work on getting 
the campaign right. That means a great subject line and copy, which makes us split 
test different concepts to see which gets the highest engagement. It’s too important 
a channel to just cut and paste text. Open and click through rates are critically 
important. We monitor how a campaign went and decide what we need to improve.

We look to making sure everything that can affect the open rate, which involves 
making quality templates with clean code, maximise everything for deliverability 
and ensuring optimisation for mobiles. It’s also important that the final email is 
really visually strong imagery, video links and text should all be part of engaging the 
customer in the work.

It’s essential to segment our data. We don’t send everything to everyone as that is 
risky for data, we target the audiences are appropriate for each genre right down to 
the type of work being presented.  

BREC – Marketing Manager, Jo Semmens  
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NEW AUDIENCES
SOCIAL MEDIA

Making Social Media Work

The company needs to consider if it needs more than the marketing team to market tickets – 
everyone needs to pitch in, especially production teams and artists.

Strong Facebook engagement does not necessarily convert to sales. It’s is necessary to have a 
sound strategy to support other channels where sales happen. Don’t just haphazardly create one 
or two posts. We develop 12-13 that tell the story of the work and schedule them over the life of 
the campaign.  

It’s important that artists are connected to Facebook or Instagram to ask them to co-host to 
engage them in marketing and even consider letting them take over your Instagram for a day. 

Look to the types of content you can create – we look to podcast, do vox pops after shows, and 
get our digital content on Youtube. This is not just about one show, it’s important for brand 
awareness and showing people that the venue experience is positive 

Instagram is great if you have a young target market but complicated to use for marketing and 
far better as a branding tool. Utilise Instagram stories rather than just post one image at a time – 
aim to tell your story rather than just post images.

Yirra Yaakin – Marketing Manager, Mira Radmilovich

We need to stop interrupting what people are 
interested in and be what people are interested in.

- Craig Davis
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Social Media Takeovers

One of the great ways of getting great social media 
content is rehearsal room taker overs where the space 
for the artist is used to catch special media content. 

You need to diversify your social media content and 
consider script excepts, videos of the production, blog 
posts (from cast and crew) and ticket promotions. 

You don’t need to spend a fortune on production with 
current technology, but you still need to produce quality. 
Look for a company geek who can handle a smart phone 
camera and editing software and make sure to keep it 
simple.  

 Barking Gecko Theatre Company - 
Marketing & Communications Manager, Aimee Hughes

Build up interest and followers

Social media is essential to BREC for awareness, but it does not necessarily translate to direct 
ticket purchases. The key is to not just promote sales. A good campaign means building lots 
of content elements like video, fact sheets, interviews and all the elements that tell audiences 
about the work. We move from an awareness phase through to as many elements that tell the 
story of the show as possible in the lead up to presenting.

We often develop a campaign by bringing imagery together to create a Facebook ad/slideshow 
and we target the promotion. The most important thing we do is match our database to 
Facebook so we can do campaigns directly targeted at a market already engaged. Re-marketing 
has become an important part of our marketing strategy.  

The use of influencers in social media has become important in our digital strategy. We are 
limited by not being a capital city in terms of targeting, but this is a rapidly growing channel that 
can’t be ignored.

Jo Semmens – Marketing Manager – BREC

Facebook 4 to 1 Ratio

Social is supposed to be social so if every post is selling a ticket you will not succeed. Aim for a 4 to 1 
ratio of posts that are interesting to potential audiences over ‘sell’ posts. Your engagement will grow.

Brad Holder – Former Venue Manager - Matt Dann Cultural Centre
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Facebook Events
We create Facebook events for all of our shows as we find it the easiest and 
most effective means to invite friends and share to other community group’s 
pages. It’s also an effective method of reminding people about an event as once 
they click on ‘interested’ they will get updates and reminders automatically.

Facebook prefers uploaded video content rather than links, so we always request 
trailers from producers wherever possible. Facebook rewards engagement so the 
more ‘likes, shares, comments’ on a post, the more people see the post. 

Suggestions:
• Change your Facebook cover image regularly;
• Post on your Facebook page regularly to keep your followers engaged;
• Share posts/events on other community group’s pages as this increases 

awareness and engagement;
• Invite relevant groups to co-host an event as this allows them to also post 

to the event and share it with their followers;
• Invite people that have liked your comments/events to follow your page;
• Run the odd competition giveaway for increased engagement and to get 

new followers;
• Boost posts (can be as little as $30 budget over a 2 week period) to drive 

awareness and hopefully ticket sales for a particular event – use audience 
targeting for this based on show demographic appeal;

• Post at suitable times when your audience is online – you can check when 
this is by looking at your page insights. 

Arts Margaret River - Marketing Manager, Stephanie Kreutzer

After thought
Memes – time and time again social media research shows that memes are one 
of the most highly clicked on posts on social media. If you have good social 
media skills, creating memes may be a winning way to get attention in a clutter 
social media channel.
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NEW AUDIENCES
WEBSITE

If the endgame of your marketing or social media is to get customers to buy tickets on your 
website, ensure your website is selling for you.

Great websites need to consider these features: 
• Everything is there to help a potential buyer make a decision: video, photos, compelling 

text, reviews…everything they could want. 
• Can they see your venue if they have never been there before – does it look like 

somewhere fun to go?
• Social links – help them share with their friends. 
• Secure ticketing links. 
• Your web designer has developed it so that it downloads quickly with things like CSS are 

optimised along with JavaScript. 
• Any external links open new pages, so the show page stays on their screen. 
• Optimisation for mobile phones. 
• Compressed images and video so they load quickly. 

We send a huge amount of traffic to our 
website and this means it needs to be part 

of the digital strategy and this means SEO’d 
and ever changing content and ensuring we 

are speaking the language of google. 

If your website is where to send customers, 
it needs to engage the customer in the work.

Jo Semmens – Marketing Manager – BREC
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NEW AUDIENCES
PUBLICITY & MEDIA

Publicity is always worth pursuing and it’s important to look for a killer release that 
will cause a good story rather than a generic release. We always look to finding 
something about a work which has a local perspective, like a performer, it gives a 
whole new angle for promoting a particular work.

Jo Semmens – Marketing Manager – BREC

We start by talking to artists as part of the marketing process and ask;

• Why was the work created?
• What experience will the audiences have? What will people feel? Focus on 

the emotion rather than form or genre. Eg. This show will “challenge you” or 
“make you think”

• What themes and ideas did they want to explore?
• What was the intent?
• Who they wanted to connect with in the work? (this gives us great information 

for targeting specific audiences)
• Focus on an unique impact of the work over just a description of the show.
• This helps to connect with the people who connect with this experience, 

impact or story
• Performing Lines often create a media kit which helps the presenter, the artist, 

the audience and the media get more authentic and reflective media stories.

Performing Lines - Marketing Manager, Thom Smyth
Performing Lines WA - Marketing & Project Coordinator, Cecile Lucas
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NEW AUDIENCES
IDEAS FROM WWW

• Afterglow marketing. The day after a great theatre show offer the audience 
a deal on tickets to the next theatre performance. 

• Community amateur theatre groups are often audiences for professional 
theatre. Do a contra or rent some space on their websites or social media 
pages. 

• Hit them when they are hot! If the website gives you an option to provide 
a ‘Thank you’ page that come up after relevant people have made a relevant 
ticket purchase, redirect them to the next relevant show you are marketing.   

• Partner. If the work has a significant subject running through it (ethnicity, 
aging LGBTIQA+ etc) then look to partner with organisations associated with 
these, such as the recent tour of a play on youth disconnection and isolation 
that partnered with Headspace youth mental health service provider. 

• If you are dealing with a major social issue, write a letter to the editor of 
the local paper about why an issue that your show deals with matters to your 
community. 

• Work as a collective tribe when there is a tour. Get in contact with everyone 
else who is on the tour. Each venue can contribute something to the marketing 
of the work, so the next venue benefits e.g. audience vox pops post-show are a 
great idea so that the city they’re in next knows how good it is. 

• For a tour, pick a hashtag for your production and make sure the 
presenters, cast, production team, and everyone involved knows to use that 
hashtag when they post on social media to build momentum. 

• Twitter. If the organisation already tweets, ask the producer for important 
lines from the script and tweet with the show name, date and ticketing link. 

• Adwords can be cheap, effective, targeted advertising. Google is still the first 
place searched for events. The cost of buying the campaign What’s on in [your 
town], unless you are in a major city can be under $100. Test the value of 
adwords in selling theatre tickets to those desperately seeking a night out in 
your region. 
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C I R C U I T W E S T
CircuitWest brings together a sector that builds and reflects community and cultural life. 
First and foremost, CircuitWest stands for inclusive, thriving communities, enlivened with rich 
cultural expression and engagement. CircuitWest makes a difference through its leadership – 
articulating the value of the performing arts and its role in increasing wellbeing at individual, 
local, regional and State levels. CircuitWest is also a ‘critical friend’ to the professionals in the 
sector – enabling them to continuously strive and grow in their understanding and application 
of best practice. Last but not least, CircuitWest has a pathfinder role – identifying and 
addressing systemic issues to ensure the sector is moving forward as a whole.  

CircuitWest is the service organisation for the performing arts in Western Australia and 
amongst many roles convenes WA Showcase, TechWest and provides Tour Coordination 
services for Western Australian artists and companies within Western Australia. CircuitWest 
represents Presenters, Producers and Artists and has strong ties with Local Government.

www.circuitwest.com.au


